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toehold-mediated (or toehold-exchange) DNA strand displacement, a process through which two strands hybridize with each
other displacing one (or more) prehybridized strands.4 Such
process, pioneered by Yurke, and later expanded by Zhang,
Winfree, and Yurke himself, has been systematically applied to
engineer functional DNA nanodevices. These include molecular
motors,3a,5 tweezers,6,7 autonomous nanomachines,8,9 circuits,10
and catalytic ampliﬁers.11 Because it can allow a speciﬁc kinetic
control of several reaction pathways, DNA strand displacement
has also found applications in the construction of DNA-based
nanostructures and origami.4b,12
Despite the advantages represented by strand-displacement to
build and engineer complex and functional DNA structures in a
controlled way, additional features might help in improving the
programmability of this process. For example, we note that, using
the conventional approach, once the invading strand (i.e., the
strand that activates strand-displacement) is added to the
reaction mixture, it is diﬃcult to implement an additional
external control to further regulate the process. That is, the
strand-displacement reaction performs equally well in diﬀerent
environments (pH, temperature, etc.). While this property can
be an advantage for some applications,13 it can be a limitation for
others, as in some cases it could be preferable to exogenously
control the entire displacement process. In this context, despite
in recent years the DNA strand displacement process has seen a
widespread application, only few examples have been reported
that allow to activate strand displacement with small molecules14
(i.e., Hg(II) metal ions and adenosine) or at acidic pHs using imotif,15 G-quadruplex,15 and triplex-forming strands.16 More
recently, light-controlled strand displacement reactions were also
demonstrated using photoregulated oligonucleotides.17
Motivated by the above arguments, we have rationally
designed here two programmable, toehold-based DNA strand
displacement strategies that can be triggered and controlled by a
simple pH change. We did so by taking advantage of the wellcharacterized pH sensitivity of the parallel Hoogsteen (T,C)motif in triplex DNA.18,19 The sequence-speciﬁc formation of a
CGC parallel triplet through the formation of Hoogsteen
interactions, in fact, requires the protonation of the N3 of

ABSTRACT: Achieving strategies to ﬁnely regulate with
biological inputs the formation and functionality of DNAbased nanoarchitectures and nanomachines is essential
toward a full realization of the potential of DNA
nanotechnology. Here we demonstrate an unprecedented,
rational approach to achieve control, through a simple
change of the solution’s pH, over an important class of
DNA association-based reactions. To do so we took
advantage of the pH dependence of parallel Hoogsteen
interactions and rationally designed two triplex-based
DNA strand displacement strategies that can be triggered
and ﬁnely regulated at either basic or acidic pHs. Because
pH change represents an important input both in healthy
and pathological biological pathways, our ﬁndings can have
implication for the development of DNA nanostructures
whose assembly and functionality can be triggered in the
presence of speciﬁc biological targets.
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NA nanotechnology uses DNA (or nucleic acids) as a
versatile material to rationally engineer tools and
molecular devices that can ﬁnd a multitude of diﬀerent
applications (e.g., in vivo imaging, clinical diagnostics, drugdelivery, etc.).1 An exciting development of this ﬁeld, namely
structural DNA nanotechnology, is characterized by the use of
DNA to build complex nanometer-scale structures, often
referred to as DNA origami or DNA tiles.2 With its simple
base-pairing code and its nanoscale dimension, in fact, DNA
appears as the perfect building block to assemble and engineer
complex molecular architectures with unique accuracy and
precision. Similarly, the possibility to quantitatively predict and
simulate DNA thermodynamics interactions has allowed to
expand the horizons of DNA nanotechnology into the
construction of programmable and autonomous DNA-based
nanodevices that can be engineered to have diﬀerent
functions.1−3
In order to create these complex nanostructures with enough
precision and to engineer functional DNA nanodevices it is
crucial to strictly control the thermodynamics and the kinetics
with which DNA strands interact and hybridize with each other.
A beautiful example of such possibility is represented by the
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cytosine in the third strand in order to form (average pKa of
protonated cytosines in triplex structure is ≈6.5).20 For this
reason, DNA strands containing cytosines can only form a triplex
structure at acidic pHs.
More speciﬁcally, we designed two complementary strategies,
for which DNA-strand displacement is activated either at basic
pHs (strategy #1) or at acidic/neutral pHs (strategy #2) (Figure
1a and 1b, respectively). In the ﬁrst strategy (OH−-activated

strand displacement), a clamp-like, triplex-forming DNA
prevents strand displacement at acidic pHs (conditions at
which triplex formation is favored) (Figure 1a), while at basic
pHs (when Hoogsteen interactions are destabilized) a classic
strand-displacement reaction is observed. In the second strategy
(H+-activated strand displacement), in contrast, the invading
strand (IS) contains a clamp-like triplex forming portion. Only
under pH conditions (acid/neutral) at which Hoogsteen
interactions can form and we observe the strand displacement
process (Figure 1b).
Both strategies rely on the use of pH-dependent clamp-like
conformational switches (Figure 1) that lead to triplex
formation.18 In the ﬁrst strategy triplex formation is utilized to
lock the strand that would be otherwise released in the presence
of the IS. In the second strategy, in contrast, clamp-like triplex
formation triggers strand displacement. As a ﬁrst characterization
of both strategies, we have thus studied the pH-dependent
stability of the corresponding clamp-like triplex complexes. To
do this we have initially studied the pH-dependent stability of the
triplex complex (Stoff) in strategy #1 (Figure 2a). More

Figure 2. The pH-dependent clamp-like triplex DNA formation. (a)
Folding/unfolding of the triplex complex of strategy #1 (see Figure 1a)
is monitored here through a pH-insensitive FRET pair located in an
internal position (Cy3) and at the 5′-end (Cy5) of the clamp-like strand.
(b) Shown are the melting denaturation curves of the complex St (20
nM) obtained at diﬀerent pH values in a 0.01 M Tris buﬀer solution
+0.01 M MgCl2. (c) At a pH at which triplex formation is favored (pH =
5), the melting temperature of the complex is 82.3 °C. As the acidity of
the solution is progressively reduced to reach pH 7.5, at which triplex
formation is unfavored, the complex is progressively destabilized until it
reaches a melting temperature of 56.0 °C.

Figure 1. The pH-controlled, toehold-based DNA strand displacement
strategies. (a) In the ﬁrst strategy we have designed a DNA strand
displacement that is activated at basic pHs (OH−-activated stranddisplacement). To do this, we have used a clamp-like DNA strand that,
under acidic pHs, forms a triplex inactive complex (Stoff) with the strand
to be released (X). The additional Hoogsteen interactions in this triplex
structures provide an increased stabilization to the complex that
prevents strand displacement upon Invading Strand (IS) addition. At
basic pHs, the destabilization of the Hoogsteen interactions leads to an
active complex (Ston) characterized by a simple duplex conformation.
Because this structure is not stabilized anymore by Hoogsteen
interactions, it can undergo displacement through a classic toeholdexchange mechanism. (b) In the second strategy we designed a toeholdbased DNA strand displacement process that is activated at acidic/
neutral pHs (H+-activated strand displacement). To do this, we have
designed an IS comprised of a triplex-competent DNA sequence that
can bind through a clamp-like mechanism a strand in the complex S.
Under basic conditions, this IS can only form Watson−Crick
interactions and, due to he content and length of the toehold-binding
(a*) and invading (b*) portion, strand displacement process is
unfavored. In contrast, at acidic pHs, triplex formation through
Hoogsteen interactions provides an additional energetic contribution
that allows strand displacement to occur. In this study the progress of
strand displacement is always followed using an optically labeled
reporter complex (R) that stoichiometrically reacts with the released
strand (X) to produce an unquenched ﬂuorophore-labeled single strand
DNA molecule (F). We note that the reaction between the reporter
complex (R) and the released strand (X) is not sensitive to pH in the pH
range we have investigated (Figures SI1 and SI2) and does not directly
take part to the strand displacement reaction.4 In this paper, domains are
represented by letters. Starred letters (*) represent domains
complementary to the domains denoted by unstarred letters and
forming classic Watson−Crick base pairings. Double starred letters (**)
represent triplex-forming domains that form Hoogsteen interactions
with duplex formed by the domains denoted by starred (*) and
unstarred letters.

speciﬁcally, we have used a dual labeled clamp-like triplex
forming strand, and after hybridization to a target DNA oligo, we
have performed thermal denaturation of the so-formed complex
at diﬀerent pHs (Figure 2b). As expected, under acidic pHs, a
condition at which triplex formation is favored,18 the overall
stability of the complex is improved. For example, at a pH low
enough to allow triplex formation (pH = 5), the denaturation of
the complex occurs at very high temperatures (i.e., Tm = 82.3
°C). In contrast, under pH values at which triplex formation is
unfavored (pH = 7.5), the denaturation of the complex occurs at
a much lower temperature (Tm = 56.0 °C) (Figure 2c). A similar
pH dependence has been observed with the clamp-like strands of
strategy #2 (Figure SI3). We also note that at acidic pH the
possible alternative i-motif21 that the triplex-forming strand (in
Figure 1: c**b**) could form does not aﬀect the pH dependence
of our system. These results demonstrate that the clamp-like
triplex formation based on Hoogsteen interactions oﬀers highly
eﬃcient and tunable pH regulation, which could be suitable
toward the realization of pH-dependent DNA-based molecular
devices.
Triplex formation in both the strategies we present here allows
to rationally control the displacement process by simply
changing the solution’s pH. For example, for strategy #1
B
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(OH−-activated strand displacement), at pH 8 (a pH at which
triplex formation is unfavored), strand displacement proceeds
with a fast kinetic upon IS addition (Figure 3a, top). At pH 5, in
contrast, which is acidic enough for the clamp-like strand to form
a triplex, inactive complex (Stoff) (see Figure 2a), the addition of
the IS does not result in any signiﬁcant signal change (Figure 3a,
bottom), suggesting that no displacement occurs. Such pHdependent strand displacement process is observed over a wide
range of IS concentrations. A conventional strand displacement

toehold-exchange process (thus based on a complex that cannot
form a triplex structure) is independent of pH and occurs with
very similar kinetics in the entire pH range we have investigated
(Figure 3b) and over a wide range of IS concentrations (Figure
SI4).4c Of note, this duplex-only control complex (used here for a
comparison) has the same sequence of that used in the OH−activated strand displacement process except that it lacks the
domains b** and c**, i.e., the portions able to form the triplex
(see Figure 1a and Materials).
Because triplex stability can be tuned at diﬀerent pHs (see
Figure 2), we can achieve a gradual inhibition/activation of the
strand displacement process by gradually changing the solution’s
pH (Figure SI5). As expected, intermediate kinetics are observed
under pH conditions at which triplex/duplex equilibrium is more
balanced (around pH 7). Again, such tunable behavior is
observed over a wide concentration range of IS (i.e., from 1 to
100 nM) (Figure SI6). Diﬀerent degree of inhibition can also be
achieved varying the IS length (Figures SI7 and SI8). For
example, by changing the pH of the solution from pH 8 to 5 we
can observe only a partial inhibition of the displacement reaction
using an IS containing an invading domain of 12 bases (Figure
SI7). With the same pH change we observe a complete inhibition
of the displacement process when we use shorter invading
domains (i.e., 10 and 8 bases) (Figure SI7). A similar trend is
observed at diﬀerent pH values and with diﬀerent concentrations
of IS (Figure SI8).
In the second strategy (H+-activated DNA strand displacement) we present here, pH-dependent triplex formation triggers
strand displacement. Of note, in this case, contrarily to the ﬁrst
strategy described above, the triplex forming portion is within the
IS (Figure 1b). At pH 8 (triplex destabilizing condition), the
addition of the IS does not result in any signiﬁcant ﬂuorescence
signal increase (Figure 3c, top). In contrast, at pH 7 (a pH low
enough to form already a triplex complex), the addition of the IS
successfully leads to the strand displacement reaction (Figure 3c,
bottom). In this H+-activated strategy, a pH change of just one
unit (from pH 8 to 7) will be suﬃcient to activate the strand
displacement process. Similarly to what we have achieved with
the OH−-activated strategy, also in this case the pH-dependent
behavior is observed over a wide range of IS concentration (from
30 nM to 1 μM, see Figure SI10). A control experiment obtained
using an IS with the same sequence used above except that it
lacks the domains a** and b**, i.e., the portion necessary to form
the triplex (see Figure 1b and Materials) shows that the
displacement process is independent of pH, as expected. More
speciﬁcally, we did not observe any signiﬁcant displacement
signal over the entire pH range investigated (from 5 to 8) and
over the same IS concentration range (from 30 nM to 1 μM)
(Figures 3d and SI11).
Both the strategies we have dissected here allow an external
control over the strand displacement process. We further
demonstrate this by adding the IS under initial inhibiting
conditions (Figure 4) for both strategies. The addition of the IS
under these conditions does not lead to any signiﬁcant strand
displacement (Figure 4, red lines). Upon addition of either OH−
(Figure 4a) or H+ (Figure 4b), we were able to activate both
processes, and we observed an immediate increase of the
ﬂuorescence signals associated with the strand displacement
reactions (Figure 4, blue curves). A similar feature has been
observed over a wide IS concentration range (Figure SI12).
Here we have rationally designed triplex-based DNA strand
displacement reactions that, in contrast to previous pHcontrolled examples, can be triggered/activated at both basic

Figure 3. OH−- and H+-activated toehold-based DNA strand displacement. (Left) In the ﬁrst strategy we dissected here (OH−-activated
strand displacement), strand displacement is only observed at basic pHs
(a, top), while under acidic pHs (a, bottom) triplex formation leads to a
very stable complex (Stoff, Figure 1a) that prevents strand displacement.
Such pH dependence is observed over a wide range of IS concentrations
(from 1 to 100 nM). A control toehold-based DNA strand displacement
that uses the same sequences except for the fact that it lacks the terminal
triplex-forming portion (b** and c**) is, as expected, independent of
pH (b). Here, we used an IS with a toehold-binding portion (a* in
Figure 1a) of 15 bases and an invading portion (b* in Figure 1a) of 10
bases. Electrophoresis experiments (PAGE) conﬁrm such pH dependency (Figure SI9). (Right) In the second strategy we have used here
(H+-activated strand displacement) the addition of the IS under basic
conditions (pH 8) does not result in any signiﬁcant strand displacement
reaction (c, top). Strand displacement reaction is triggered at acidic pHs,
due to the formation of a triplex complex (c, bottom). Also in this case,
such pH dependence is observed over a wide range of IS concentrations
(from 10 nM to 1 μM). A control IS with the same toehold-binding and
invading domains as the one used above but lacking the triplex forming
portion (a** and b**) does not lead to any displacement reaction over
the entire pH range we have investigated (d). Fluorescence signals
shown here have been subtracted from the background signal. Strand
displacement in both these strategies is followed by ﬂuorescence
measurements obtained in a solution of complex S (10 nM) in the
presence of reporter R (30 nM) after the addition of the IS at a
concentration of 30 nM in a 0.01 M Tris buﬀer + 0.01 M MgCl2, at 25
°C.
C
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Figure 4. Toehold-based DNA strand displacement in the triplex-DNA
based strategies we propose here can be triggered by changing the
solution’s pH. Under inhibiting conditions the addition of the IS does
not result in any displacement reaction (red lines). Upon addition of (a)
Na2CO3 (to reach a pH of 8) or (b) NaH2PO4 (to reach a neutral pH)
strand displacement is triggered, and we observe a fast signal increase
(blue lines). Experiments were performed in a 0.01 M Tris buﬀer +0.01
M MgCl2, at 25 °C.

and acidic pHs. We did so by taking advantage of the pH
dependence of parallel Hoogsteen interactions and designing
clamp-like DNA strands that, by forming a triplex complex under
acidic pHs, can trigger or inhibit strand displacement reactions.
We note that alternative DNA or RNA base pairings
(Hoogsteen, sugar edges, etc.) and secondary DNA structures
(i-motif, G-quadruplex, etc.) are likely more amenable to
exogenous control (pH, Mg2+, etc.) than the classic Watson−
Crick base pairings. This might open the future to new and
exciting possibilities in the ﬁeld of functional DNA nanotechnology. Compared with other pH-dependent DNA
secondary structures (e.g., the i-motif),21,22 the use of triplex
DNA might allow a better control and a tunable pH-dependency
over a wide pH range.18b
The possibility to activate/inhibit the toehold-exchange DNA
strand displacement process through a simple change of the
solution’s pH appears particularly interesting for several reasons.
Since strand displacement has been used to assemble dynamic
and static DNA-based nanostructures4b,12 the strategies
presented in this work could be adopted to introduce additional
control over the formation and functionality of similar DNA
nanoarchitectures. For example, our approach would permit in
principle to regulate DNA-based origami formation or DNAbased nanodevices’ activity exclusively through pH changes. In
addition, since pH dysregulation is often associated with diﬀerent
diseases (e.g., many cancers are characterized by an inverted pH
gradient between the inside and the outside of cells),23 it could be
useful to activate the functionality of drug-releasing DNA-based
nanomachines only at speciﬁc pH values.
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